EASTER NEWSLETTER - SHERBORNE AND DISTRICT SOCIETY CPRE
Dear Members and Friends,
As you will see from the newsletter below, there is much to concern us in the
Sherborne area as we recover (hopefully) from the Pandemic. As previously
advised, we face a massive building programme to the west of the Town, the
Town Centre is becoming bleak, with closed shops boarded up and empty
premises multiplying weekly, and our lovely farmlands that surround and grace
our town are increasingly threatened by negative forces from various sources.
You will be pleased to hear that our group are active across all three areas of
concern. We have recently welcomed to our committee new colleagues who
will add energy and expertise to our campaigns; I will ensure the next
Newsletter includes their CVs, and will outline how we intend to exploit their
various talents. I will also brief you on my plans for a revised sub-committee
structure, better to address the immediate challenges we face, and how we
intend to be an even more proactive force for good to preserve the precious
spaces in which we work, live and play.
Lastly, we are now looking at dates for our AGM/Members’ Reception and
Annual Dinner; more to come in our next Newsletter, by which time we hope
to have a clearer view of any remaining restrictions on freedom of movement.
And by the way, do feel free to send on this edition to anyone who you think
might support our efforts; we need all the friends we can get!
Regards,

Chris
Sir Christopher Coville
Acting Chairman
Sherborne and District Society CPRE
info@dorset-cpre.org.uk

SAFEGUARDING THE WESTERN EDGE OF THE TOWN
The western side of the town
is where Dorset Council
envisages the vast majority of
future development
occurring. At present much
of the land there is pleasant
arable farmland. Access to
Lenthay Common is through
that land and enables local
residents to walk out into
the countryside.

If the current Dorset Council housing plan goes
ahead this wide grass path leading from
Lenthay Common back to the town would be
sandwiched between rows of houses. Whilst
retention of the hedge to the south would
somewhat mitigate the adverse visual impact
once the houses are built the plan envisages
them abutting up against the path from the
north. This is a good example of where proper
landscaping of the future developments is
absolutely crucial. A belt of mixed woodland to
the north would shield both path walkers and local residents from one
another, and the tree planting would both absorb carbon and enhance the
landscape.
Sherborne residents are very
fortunate in having Lenthay
Common accessible from the town,
and it is popular with walkers and
dog owners. In the Dorset Council
plan new housing would extend
right up to the entrance to the
common. Generally the common
has been well respected by the vast
majority of those who use it, and the
fact that it is a reasonable distance from the town centre may well have

contributed to that. Under the Council plan it would abut the new
development, and be far more vulnerable to all the problems associated with
the urban fringe. Any detailed plan needs to set out how the common would
be adequately protected from progressive deterioration through over-use
and anti-social behaviour.
LANES, TRACKS, AND PATHS
Sherborne is a beautiful town, but it is doubly fortunate in having such a
wonderful setting in the Dorset
countryside. Most of that
countryside is farmed, but a good
network of tracks, lanes, and paths
such as the path down to Castle
Farm (on left) enable us to access
much of it. This newsletter
features some of those – all of
which have seen far greater footfall
since the Covid epidemic when
local residents have made more use of them than previously. They are an
important component of our local landscape, and Sherborne CPRE is
committed to protecting them.
Of those with a hard surface this
track - giving access from the
Marston Road to the Sandford
Orcas Lane - is a good example of
the sort of feature that must be
preserved into the future.

The same goes for this popular path (on
left) taking walkers from the Sandford
Orcas Lane in the direction of Lower
Clatcombe Farm and the edge of the Quarr
Nature Reserve.

A short walk up the Bristol Road and then
along Red Hole Lane takes one to the golf
course, and heading downhill from there
one can join the very attractive farm track
that leads to Coombe Farm. Before going
into the defile (shown on the right) it
provides great views out over Sherborne .
From the Coombe Farm entrance various
options are available. One is crossing the
Marston Road and walking down Trent
Path Lane. But if the Dorset Council plan
takes effect this will in future lead one
into residential development on both
sides of the path before you get back to
the town.

On the East side of the town Underdown
Lane offers a great walk out to Oborne church
which is itself worth a visit. From there one
can cut down to the A30 and St Cuthbert’s
Chapel. Walking alongside the A30 is a
limited pleasure, but a longer option of
crossing the road at the Chapel, going under
the railway line, and taking the field path to
Crackmore Wood is worth considering.

From there (with a good view back
towards the town) one goes through
the splendid gate posts above Pinford
Farm, into the Deer Park, and back to
town. It is a walk like this that makes
one realise how fortunate we are to
have such great countryside on our
doorstep and how important it is to
keep it that way. Sherborne CPRE is
committed to doing just that !

HERITAGE AT RISK?
Along the north side of the A30 on Kitt Hill there are old houses (some
thatched) which appear to be boarded up
and have not been in use during recent
years. They seem to be Sherborne Castle
Estate properties - thought to have been
vacated coincidentally with the large scale
development of Barton Farm. How can
this be justified when we are supposed to
have a housing shortage in Dorset?

One wonders what representations
have made to the owners of these
Grade II listed buildings? We will be
asking some questions.

. . . and what about the splendid
barn that backs on to these houses
and will like all disused buildings be
vulnerable to vandalism and
general decay if it is not properly
secured and then re-purposed?
There is a vision to convert these
lovely buildings into an ‘Art Farm’,
with artists’ studios and a café. But this will not happen overnight if it happens
at all in these days of financial constraints.
These are but a few examples of the sorry state of hitherto splendid buildings
that is becoming all too common in our town. We highlighted these and many
other issues in our ‘Critical Review’ pamphlet, and we intend to keep the pot
boiling to ensure the problems are neither forgotten nor just swept under the
carpet. That is our mission, and with your support, we are determined to
prevail.

